Annual General Meeting
DATE : February 23, 2008
VENUE : Singapore Polytechnic Graduates’ Guild
1010 Dover Road, Singapore 139658
TIME : 9:00am – 12:15pm
Breakfast and refreshments will be available at no
charge. Please register with Kong Heng Sun at
khs08aces@yahoo.com

9:00AM: Registration & Breakfast Networking
9:30AM: Welcome Remarks
SPECIAL OPENING ADDRESS: LINKING KNOWLEDGE AND MAGIC
In this special presentation, renowned magician and consultant, John Teo, will bring a unique
perspective to the KM Space. Using magic techniques and creativity, John will illustrate the
connections between knowledge management and the techniques of magic.

9:45AM: Find Your KM Peers – An interactive networking game.
NETWORKING

iKMS is encouraging the establishment of peer mentoring relationships amongst
SESSION
our members as part of a broader strategy to develop stronger peer to peer
relationships and skills development in the KM arena. This session has been designed as a first step
forging those relationships. In this interactive session, you will be provided with a template of questions
from which to interact with your fellow society members. The intent is to get to know the KM work and
professional challenges of at least four community members and to begin to identify peers within the
iKMS community with whom you may have common growth challenges. These may potentially
become a support network to help you grow your career in KM. This activity promises to be social and
help you begin to build important connections for your own personal growth.

10:15AM: iKMS Year in Review and Plans Moving Forward
As responsible members of a professional society it is important to hear what your elected EXCO has
been up to and get updates on the society activities at large. This presentation will include:

Ø Review of minutes of AGM 2007
Ø Report on Society Activities for 2007
Ø Presentation of Audited Financial Statements for 2007
Ø Co-opt of new EXCO members
Ø Activity Plan for 2008

Ø iKMS Competency Development Framework: Update/Next Steps
Over the last year iKMS has sponsored an activity to build a competency framework from
which its members may be able to assess and build their personal skills in KM. In this session
Awie Foong will give an update on the progress of this project, build upon the output of
sessions held with members at the iKMS annual conference, workshops and other key sources
of input.

Ø iKMS Website: Preview And Updates
In this session, the iKMS EXCO will update you on key developments taken to improve the
society website and collaboration capabilities for our members. Hear the updates and
participate in an interactive session to begin creating the vital collaboration activities that will
continue online.

Ø Launching iKMS Collaborative Communities and Discussion
INTERACTIVE

SESSION
It is often said that healthy collaboration amongst peers is a sign of a
healthy and vibrant community. The iKMS EXCO is committed to providing
an environment in which rich dialogue and conversations can occur amongst its members.
With this in mind, the EXCO has spend significant energy to launch a robust website that will
allow its members greater access to one another and to the world of KM. BUT WHAT USE IS A
GREAT WEBSITE WITHOUT THE PEOPLE INVOLVED IN HEALTHY DISCUSSION? This session includes:
Ø Overview of the new website with specific emphasis on its collaborative facilities
Ø Interactive Dialogue and the launching of communities/ discussion threads and other
member input areas?

Ø Plaque presentation: Tokens of appreciation to former iKMS EXCO
Ø Any other matters
12:15PM: Close of Session

About our Opening Address Speaker:

·

John performs all types of magic: from children’s shows to corporate magic,
from magic with a touch of comedy to serious magic of the human mind. His
magic has a high content of interaction with the spectators. His forte in magic
is his ability to design and customize tricks to suit the occasion of the
performance. Some of the projects in this area included:
· Using magic to teach creativity for staff of National Library Board;
Specially designed magic to teach the Ronald McDonalds on how to use magic to deliver
messages on good characters for children, in a regional conference in Malaysia for the
McDonalds Asia Pacific.

The creativity of John in magic is evident in his being the only Asian to win magic competitions, once
in 1979 organized by Sterling Magic Creations of USA, and once in 2007 organised by Magic
Broadcast of USA. His articles on magic and tricks are being published in international magic
periodicals such as The Linking Ring, Abracadabra, Magigram, Chicanery, etc.
John is currently the President of the International Brotherhood of Magicians (USA) Singapore Ring 115,
a post he held since 1993.

